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Investing in Lido
Ethereum’s upcoming shift from Proof of Work (PoW) to Proof of Stake (PoS) has the possible for
cascading impacts throughout the crypto landscape.
Instead of utilizing computational resources to safeandsecure the network, anybody will be able to stake
their ETH and run block-producing validators, dramatically lowering energy intake. Ethereum’s deal
charges and inflationary-driven benefits will be dispersed to more individuals in the network, expanding
gainaccessto to financial chances within Ethereum’s environment.
Nonetheless, staking ETH has substantial barriers today. Perhaps most especially, there is a 32-ETH
minimum needed to run a node. This alone avoids a substantial number of network users from running
their own validator, and there is no native approach for entrusting one’s stake to prevent these minimum
capital requirements. Moreover, staking to the Beacon chain today is a one-way deal – successfully
locking up ETH till the shift from PoW to PoS – resulting in a high chance expense of capital provided the
abundance of yield-generating options that exist in DeFi.
Because of these difficulties, centralized exchanges haveactually been best-positioned to deal staking
services due to effectiveness of scale. Companies like Binance, Kraken, and Coinbase can quickly
swimmingpool their users’ properties (eliminating the minimum capital requirements), stake it on their
behalf (eliminating the functional concern), and problem a liquid market for this staked possession
(unlocking liquidity and enabling users to swap back from staked ETH to ETH). These services are
important for their users, developing a huge chance for a decentralized option.
That’s why we’re delighted to invest in Lido, an efficient, decentralized staking platform. It provides one of
the mostconvenient methods to stake ETH and other PoS possessions today, while aiming for
decentralization through the DAO’s governance. Lido equalizes staking.
The Lido neighborhood’s unwavering dedication to decentralization truly stood out to us. They
acknowledge that for their technique to prosper, they will requirement to develop a fully-trustless staking
swimmingpool while likewise welcoming option services.
Finally, Lido resolves the competitive rewards inbetween staking and lookingfor yield in DeFi. By
providing an Ethereum-native liquid token, Lido permits you to usage staked ETH as security within DeFi
in the verysame method you can usage ETH presently.
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We actively contribute to the networks and neighborhoods in our portfolio, so in addition to our
financialinvestment in Lido, we staked a part of a16z Crypto’s ETH holdings on the Beacon chain. Staking
with Lido eliminates numerous of the logistical intricacies that institutional financiers haveactually dealtwith.
We appearance forward to supporting the Lido neighborhood on its long journey ahead. There will be
competitive rewards even after the PoS shift inbetween protecting the Ethereum network by staking and
additionally lookingfor greater returns from takingpart in DeFi. We will contribute, as both a staker and
governance individual, to aid guarantee a reasonable, transparent, and reliable staking environment.
We desire a world where a varied set of centralized staking services, decentralized staking
swimmingpools, and private validators all play a function in protecting Ethereum. We are ecstatic to be
working with Lido as we jointly develop towards this future.
The views revealed here are those of the private AH Capital Management, L.L.C. (“a16z”) workers
pricedquote and are not the views of a16z or its affiliates. Certain details consistedof in here hasactually
been gotten from third-party sources, consistingof from portfolio business of funds handled by a16z. While
taken from sources thought to be trustworthy, a16z has not separately confirmed such details and makes
no representations about the withstanding precision of the details or its suitability for a provided scenario.
In addition, this material might consistof third-party ads; a16z has not examined such ads and does not
back any marketing material consistedof therein.
This material is supplied for educational functions just, and must not be relied upon as legal, service,
financialinvestment, or tax suggestions. You needto speakwith your own consultants as to those matters.
References to any securities or digital possessions are for illustrative functions just, and do not makeup an
financialinvestment suggestion or deal to supply financialinvestment advisory services. Furthermore, this
material is not directed at nor meant for usage by any financiers or potential financiers, and might not
under any situations be relied upon when making a choice to invest in any fund handled by a16z. (An
offering to invest in an a16z fund will be made just by the personal positioning memorandum, membership
contract, and other pertinent paperwork of any such fund and oughtto be checkout in their whole.) Any
financialinvestments or portfolio business pointedout, referred to, or explained are not agent of all
financialinvestments in automobiles handled by a16z, and there can be no guarantee that the
financialinvestments will be rewarding or that other financialinvestments made in the future will have
comparable qualities or outcomes. A list of financialinvestments made by funds handled by Andreessen
Horowitz (excluding financialinvestments for which the company has not offered consent for a16z to
divulge openly as well as unannounced financialinvestments in openly traded digital possessions) is
readilyavailable at https://a16z.com/investments/.
Source: Investing in Lido.
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